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Reagan was helped in the election by a strong economic recovery from the deep recession of â€” Third, a
series of bloody labor strikesâ€”at the silver mines in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and at Andrew Carnegie's steel
mill in Homestead, Pennsylvaniaâ€”linked Harrison to monopoly industrialists and bankers. This year has
been unique because of the different personalities that the candidates own. Trump, presenting himself as a
voice for alienated moderates and mainstream conservatives. From the campaign speeches, to the Democratic
and Republican National conventions, and even the presidential debates; Americans seemed to constantly be
voicing their opinions on every aspect of the election, and who they believe is the more suitable candidate for
president, especially on social media. With Bernie Sanders ' chances approaching a mathematic improbability,
Hilary Clinton 's road to the Democrat nomination is all but clear. Subscribe to email updates from tutor2u
Politics Join s of fellow Politics teachers and students all getting the tutor2u Politics team's latest resources
and support delivered fresh in their inbox every morning. Has taken progressive stances on guns, immigration
and environmental issues. Consider first what the Democratic electorate will look like. The incumbent
President Millard Fillmore ruined his chances for another term with his support of the controversial
Compromise of  Behold, we were to have a new president; so we thought. The race centered around the tariff
issue, with Harrison speaking forcefully for a strong protective tariff, sound currency, pensions for Civil War
veterans, and efficiency in office. The debate came offâ€”just barelyâ€”and proved to be a decisive moment in
a bitter, historic campaign. Signature issues: Unveiled middle-class tax cut legislation last fall, and has
championed a liberal civil rights agenda in the Senate. For the first time in the nation's history, the two
presidential candidates had both been President. People rely on the media to obtain factual information about
the presidential candidates, their political stances, and interests in foreign affairs. Equally important in
explaining Harrison's defeat was the public dissatisfaction with the burst of Republican legislation during
Harrison's first year in office. Primary Editor: Joe Mathews. Jimmy Presidential Election Vs. Republican Party
leaders had considered the party's sweep in as a mandate for change. One year later, Harrison announced his
candidacy for the Republican presidential nomination, declaring himself in reference to his lack of a power
base a "living and rejuvenated Republican. It is probable that his wife's feelings about his return to politics had
something to do with his low profile, although few candidates for the presidency in this period in American
history did any campaigning. Pierce was the youngest President to date. Modern historians consider less a
campaign that Pierce won than one that Scott lost. Contemporary Examples The nomination process is too
long The primary campaign was long due to the front loading of primaries meaning it began on January 3rd.
Second, agrarian discontent in the South and West led thousands of farmers to look to the Populist Party as a
political alternative. Trump easily won in  There were posters, political cartoons, speeches, rallies, parades,
brass bands, and torchlight demonstrations.


